TREE TIPS

TREE & SHRUB CARE FROM BARTLETT TREE EXPERTS

Drought stress management

Partners in practice

2016 began with near-normal moisture
in most areas of the Midwest and
Eastern United States. However, as the
year progressed, drought conditions
worsened in certain regions. Even in
areas that didn’t experience elevated
drought conditions, record high
temperatures have been devastating
to landscapes and urban forests.
These stresses have been particularly
damaging to transplants and mature
trees. Even when rainfall returns to
the area, trees will continue to feel the
effects of drought for years to come.

Partnerships with landscape
architects throughout our operating
area are an essential part of our
business. So, our relationship with
the American Society of Landscape
Architects (ASLA) is an ongoing and
important one.

Plants require water for many
primary functions of their existence:
photosynthesis, cell expansion,
nutrient uptake, chemical reactions,
etc. When water is limited, trees are
forced to use precious carbohydrate
reserves to compensate. This
places trees in a weakened and
more susceptible state. It means

they have less ability to defend
themselves against insect and disease
organisms that can take advantage of
their compromised condition.
Bartlett has strategies to help your
trees recover from drought.
Trees are extremely large organisms
that are remarkably resilient, but even
so, symptoms from drought and heat
stress will manifest for many years to
come. With this in mind, continued
monitoring of the health of your trees
provides them with the best possible
conditions to recover from the stress
they have experienced. Strategies to
aid in drought recovery include proper
irrigation, mulching, soil nutrient
management, pruning, and pest
management.

Even when rainfall returns, trees
continue to feel the effects of
drought for years to come.

Drought conditions
increased
dramatically
over 2016

Abnormally Dry
Moderate Drought
Severe Drought
Extreme Drought
Exceptional Drought

Landscape architects are at the
center of a range of development
projects. Bartlett Arborists get
involved when the design process
is finished to care for the trees and
shrubs in the fresh new space. We
are a mutual resource to shape
and improve the health of clients’
landscapes.
In the Chicago area, we launched
and sponsored a professional
enrichment series called The Bartlett
Seminars two years ago. As a result,
the ASLA’s Illinois chapter was able
to offer a range of practical topics to
members.
This year, we established Ignite!,
a series of growth and gathering
events for the Chicago ASLA
chapter. Each event entails a
presentation by a prominent
landscape architect, followed by a
reception. Practitioners gain new
vantages and new connections to
help everyone concerned.

Early 2016
Late 2016

Emerald Ash Borer
TREE & SHRUB
MAINTENANCE CALENDAR
MARCH
Begin to uncover and remove protective wraps
as temperatures warm
Prune out dead canes from roses
Have a soil sample done to assess soil fertility
Plant new trees and shrubs as soon as soil is dry
enough to be worked
Assess desiccation injury as plants come out of
dormancy
Have plants checked for overwintering scale
insects, mites and aphids - treat as needed
Monitor for newly hatched fall cankerworm and
winter moth larvae eating plant buds

APRIL
Begin spring deer management applications
Keep plant protection coverings nearby in case
of late season freezing temperatures
Prune out dead and damaged tree branches
Address soil fertility needs
Pest monitoring from March should continue
Inspect for lace bug on azaleas - treat as needed
Inspect for Gypsy moth - treat as they hatch and
begin to feed
Begin foliage disease management

The Emerald Ash Borer, or EAB
for short, has been called the
‘green menace’. This small,
invasive beetle certainly lives
up to its reputation as a giant
killer of ash trees (Fraxinus
spp.). Discovered in Michigan
in 2002 it was most likely
introduced on wooden shipping
materials from Asia. EAB has
steadily spread across the U.S.
leaving hundreds of millions
of dead ash trees in its wake.
The entire natural range of our
native North American ash
trees are at risk.
EAB beetle larvae
Hundreds of millions of
feed under the
ash trees across the
tree’s bark,
country have been killed!
cutting off nutrient
and water flow.
Extensive feeding damage leads
to almost certain tree death. Fortunately there is hope
in the battle against this pest. Multiple, highly effective
insecticide options (including organic!) are now available.
However, it is critical to take protective measures well
before beetle populations become too large. Once tree
decline due to beetle feeding damage becomes evident, it
is often too late.

Boring insect suppression treatments should
begin
Pre-bloom orchard sprays to fruit trees
Remove guy wires and rope from fall planted
trees to prevent girdling

MAY
Prune early spring blooming shrubs and trees
after flowers fade
Start tick treatment of yard perimeters and trail
edges
Crape myrtles should be checked for aphids and
treated as needed
Have fruit on apple trees thinned to 8” apart
if needed
Continue foliage disease management and
boring insect suppression treatments
Timely Tip:
Be careful to avoid nicking the trunks of trees
with lawnmowers and weed trimmers

Fun with trees
Make a flowering tree
with a child
Blow painting creates a
wonderful tree with interesting
branches! Add brown or black
poster paint to a small bowl
of water. Then the adult drips
the watery paint on the paper
and the child blows through a
straw. Repeat the steps of drip and blow to
create your tree.
Flowers are made with little torn and crinkled
up pieces of colored tissue paper. The adult
dabs a spot of craft glue and child presses on
the flower. Add as many as the child likes!

TREE FOCUS:
American Beech (Fagus grandifolia)
History
American beech is the species of beech tree native to the
eastern United States; it is common in most of the region’s
deciduous forests. Extensive groves of old trees still exist
because the wood is so hard and tough early loggers, lacking
power tools, left this tree uncut. Today, beech wood is
harvested for uses such as flooring and furniture.
Beech trees are fairly easy to identify; the bark is smooth
and uniform and the fruit is a triangle-shaped shell
containing 2-3 nuts.
Culture
77 Prefers well-drained, slightly acidic soils, but tolerates a
wide range of conditions.
77 Does well in full sun but tolerates shade.
77 Often casts dense shade that prevents growth of grass or
other plants beneath. Roots tend to be shallow.
77 Not generally a good urban species.
Concerns
77 It does not tolerate wet or compacted soils, drought, or
other root zone disturbance.
77 Beech bark disease - this disease occurs when the beech
scale insect, Cryptococcus fagisuga, attacks the bark,
creating a wound that is then infected by fungi in the
genus Nectria. It can kill the tree.
Bartlett Management Practices
77 Requires little pruning to develop good structure.
77 Branch breakage is infrequent, but co-dominant stems
may be cabled to improve support. Low branches are
sometimes removed for clearance.
77 Soil management focuses on maintaining a slightly acid
soil with adequate organic matter.
77 Preventative applications for borers and/or caterpillars
when necessary.

When to prune flowering trees
Because flower buds develop on the
last year’s growth, if trees are pruned
too early the full potential of the floral
display is lost. Pruning should occur
after the flowers begin to fade and not
later than two weeks afterward. We can
advise you about ornamental pruning and
the best care for your flowering trees.

Groves of old beech
trees still exist because
the wood is so tough early
loggers skipped them.

WONDERS OF NATURE
One gigantic plant!
There is a forest in Utah that is
actually one giant plant. Known as
Pando (Latin for “I spread”), or the
Trembling Giant, it is a clonal colony
of a single male quaking aspen
(Populus tremuloides). Scientists
determined it to be a single living
organism due to identical genetic
markers and its assumed to have one
massive underground root system.
The clonal colony covers 106 acres, weighs nearly 6,600
short tons, and has over 40,000 stems (trunks), as some die
they are replaced by new stems growing from the roots. Tree
rings show the average age of Pando’s stems is 130 years. The
roots are 80,000 years old.

Compliments of

Spring has sprung
and its a great time
to focus on your
landscape - Bartlett
can help!

Rutgers Display Gardens
Rutgers Display Gardens is a public
space with a stunning array of specialty
gardens, tree and shrub collections and
walking paths.
As a leading national research
university, Rutgers prides itself on
a commitment to cutting-edge
research. The Gardens maintain and
foster a teaching collection of plants for
students and the community.
Shrubs, shade trees, azaleas and
rhododendrons have been installed –
some date back to 1927. The Donald
B. Lacey Display Garden features
collections of award-winning flowers
and vegetables. A bamboo forest,
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ornamental and shade tree collections,
and one of the largest collections of
American hollies in the country are just
a few highlights. Recently, diseaseresistant dogwoods developed at the
Gardens have become a sought-after
addition to many landscapes.
Bartlett has a working relationship
with the Gardens for five years now.
We’ve assisted with classes, field
demonstrations to area researchers,
and supported the Gardens’ efforts to
preserve this beautiful and historic site.
This year we are proud to sponsor and
celebrate the gardens’ 100 year history.
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